Fabian Luther

received the prize for the Best Preclinical Project for his poster entitled

"PPAR-γ regulates the effector function of human TH9 cells by promoting glycolysis"

Matteo Bargagli

received the prize for the Best Clinical Project for his poster entitled

"Selective V2 vasopressin receptor blockade with Tolvaptan increases urinary exosome Pendrin expression in patients with Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease"

Nick Kirschke

received the prize for the Best Project by a medical student for his poster entitled

"Influence of macronutrients on heart regeneration in zebrafish"
Inês de Paula Costa Monteiro

received the Stem Cell Project Prize for her poster entitled

“Role of ILC2s in the regulation of colorectal cancer stem cells”

Nic Krummenacher

received the Alumni MedBern Research Award for his poster entitled

“Validation of the usability of a new interactive and sensor-based hand trainer, the Smart Sensor Egg, for training hand coordination and dexterity”
DBMR Prize for Innovative Research Idea 2023

Christa König

“When time matters: Association of time to antibiotics (TTA) with outcome in children undergoing chemotherapy for cancer with fever in neutropenia (FN) – an international individual patient data (IPD) Meta-analysis”

Federico La Manna

“A cross-omic toolkit to approach residual disease in prostate cancer”

Mattia Aime

“REM sleep and emotions: the missing link for a better life quality”
Prize for the Best DBMR Publication 2022

Jakob Zimmermann

“Noninvasive assessment of gut function using transcriptional recording sentinel cells”
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Benoît Pochon Prize 2022

Jana Remlinger

“Investigation of Antibody-driven Central Nervous System Autoimmunity with Focus on Involvement of the Visual Pathway”
Johanna Dürmüller-Bol DBMR Research Award 2023

Mattia Aime

“REM sleep and emotions: the missing link for a better life quality”